
SCHEDULE “B” 

NOTICE OF CERTIFICATION AND SETTLEMENT 

APPROVAL 

 
Lea Jankowski v. General Motors of Canada Limited and Ally Credit Canada Limited 

Court File No.  CV-13-491060-00CP 

 

PLEASE READ THIS NOTICE CAREFULLY  

AS IT MAY AFFECT YOUR LEGAL RIGHTS  

 

THE COURT HAS APPROVED A CERTIFICATION AND SETTLEMENT IN THIS 

CASE 

THE MANNER IN WHICH CLASS MEMBERS WILL BE COMPENSATED IS 

DESCRIBED BELOW 

 

This Notice is published by order of the Ontario Superior Court of Justice 

 

In October 2013 a class action was commenced against General Motors of Canada Limited 

(“GMCL”) and Ally Credit Canada Limited (“Ally”) on behalf of (a) former salaried 

employees of General Motors Acceptance Corporation of Canada Limited (“GMACCL”, 

now Ally) who retired between January 1, 1995 and June 1, 2014, and (b) all surviving 

spouses and dependent children of the persons described in (a), in either case where the 

individual is eligible to receive Post-Retirement Benefits under the relevant program terms 

and GMCL provides Post-Retirement Benefits.  The class action concerns reductions that 

GMCL made to the post-retirement benefits of Class Members. On November 23, 2015, 

GMCL continued as a company under the Companies Act (Nova Scotia) and changed its 

name to General Motors of Canada Company (“GM Canada”). 

The parties have reached an agreement to certify and settle the class action on largely the 

same terms as in the related class proceeding O’Neill v. GMCL.  This settlement has been 

approved by the Ontario Superior Court of Justice. 

This notice describes the settlement in greater detail, including who it applies to, the details 

of the settlement, and the process by which Class Members will be compensated. 

1. WHO DOES THE SETTLEMENT APPLY TO? 

The settlement applies to all persons who are members of the class as described in the court 

order certifying this case as a class action.  The class includes: 

a) all salaried and executive retirees of GMACCL who retired from GMACCL between 

January 1, 1995 and June 1, 2014, and  

b) all surviving spouses and dependent children beneficiaries of any deceased persons 

described in (a),
1
  

                                                 
1
 For greater clarity, this means: in respect of people described in paragraph (a) who died prior to June 1, 2014, all 

surviving spouses of such deceased people, and where there is no surviving spouse or where the surviving spouse 
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and in either case where the individual is eligible to receive Post-Retirement Benefits under the 

relevant program terms and GM Canada provides Post-Retirement Benefits. 

2. WHAT IS THE CLASS ACTION ABOUT? 

The class action concerns changes that GMCL made to post-retirement benefits for its salaried 

employees and retirees, which were announced beginning in December 2007.   

The changes included: 

 reductions to health benefits, starting in 2008 for such things as drug costs, out-of 

province medical coverage, dental benefits, semi-private hospital coverage and long-

term care costs; 

 introduction of monthly health care insurance contributions; and 

 reductions to Basic Group Life Insurance benefits. 

The class action alleges that, by reducing and eliminating the post-retirement benefits, GMCL 

had breached its contractual obligations to provide Post-Retirement Benefits to the Class. 

The class action was certified on consent on December 6, 2016. 

In May 2010, an action asserting similar claims was commenced against GMCL (Court No: CV-

10-40251500CP) (the “O’Neill Action”). The O’Neill Action was certified as a class proceeding 

under the Class Proceedings Act, 1992 on consent on October 20, 2011. The parties each brought 

motions for summary judgment on certain certified common issues, which were heard in the 

Superior Court of Justice for Ontario on May 27-29, 2013.  The Superior Court of Justice 

released its decision on July 17, 2013. The parties each appealed from this decision but prior to 

the appeal hearing the parties reached an agreement for settlement. The settlement was approved 

by Justice Belobaba by an order dated August 7, 2014. This settlement is modelled on the 

settlement approved by the Court in the O’Neill Action. 

3. WHAT ARE THE DETAILS OF THE SETTLEMENT? 

The detailed terms of the settlement are set out in the settlement agreement between the parties.  

A copy of it can be found at http://goldblattpartners.com or can be obtained by contacting Class 

Counsel. 

You can also opt-out of the proposed settlement, as described below. 

There are three principal components to the settlement: reinstatement of healthcare benefits; 

reinstatement of life insurance; and, payment for past losses. 

A. REINSTATEMENT OF HEALTH BENEFITS FOR ALL CLASS MEMBERS. 

The settlement provides that, as of three months from the date the list of Class Members who 

have not opted out is finalized (the “Benefit Implementation Date”), most of the health benefits 

                                                                                                                                                             
died prior to June 1, 2014, all dependent children of such deceased people described in paragraph (a), in all cases 

such surviving spouses and dependents being persons eligible under GM Canada’s benefit plans without regard to 

the changes to eligibility requirements under GM Canada’s benefit plans effective January 1, 2009. 
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that GM reduced will be reinstated for all Class Members, and that they will now be treated the 

same as those persons who retired on or before December 31, 1994.  Class Members will still be 

required to make healthcare contributions, which may increase in the future, and Class Members 

will still be subject to the restriction on over-the-counter medications which applies to GM 

retirees who retired on or before December 31, 1994. A complete description of the new health 

benefits that Class Members will receive under the settlement can be obtained by contacting 

Class Counsel. 

B. REINSTATEMENT OF THE MAJORITY OF BASIC GROUP LIFE INSURANCE 

BENEFITS FOR ALL CLASS MEMBERS  

The settlement provides that 2/3 of the reduced basic group life insurance benefits will be 

reinstated.   

For example, if prior to the reduction in basic group life insurance benefits, you were 

entitled to a total of $80,000, and after the reduction was implemented you were advised 

that your life insurance benefit was reduced to $20,000, your new entitlement, under the 

settlement will be as follows: 

$20,000 – reduced life insurance benefit. 

+ $40,000 –  (2/3 of $60,000 – being the difference between the original 

life insurance benefit and the reduced life insurance benefit) 

= $60,000 

 

Any disputes regarding the settlement will be subject to arbitration. 

C. SETTLEMENT FUND  

GM Canada will pay into a fund set up by the Representative Plaintiff and Class Counsel for 

Class Members to compensate them for the loss of life insurance benefits and health benefits 

between July 1, 2008 and the Benefit Implementation Date.   

This amount will be distributed to class members as follows: 

(a) a per class member payment to compensate for health care expenses up to the 

Benefit Implementation Date in the amount of $1,414.09; and 

(b) a payment of 2/3 of the difference between the pre and post modification amounts 

for those class members who died or die prior to the Benefit Implementation Date. 

Further detail about distributing the settlement fund can be found at http://goldblattpartners.com/.   

GM Canada and Ally are not responsible for the distribution or administration of the fund. 

4. WHAT IS THE EFFECT OF THE SETTLEMENT? 

The settlement entirely resolves the issues in the class action. 
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The settlement represents a compromise of the disputed issues in the litigation. The settlement 

takes into account a variety of factors including the risks inherent in continuing the litigation and 

the time that would be required to finally resolve the matter, including appeals.   

5. HOW DO I GET COMPENSATED? 

FUTURE BENEFITS 

The restored benefits will take effect on the Benefit Implementation Date.  You should continue 

to make health benefits claims as you did before.  For any healthcare expenses incurred on or 

after the Benefit Implementation Date, you will be compensated at the new benefits level. 

For any Class Member who dies on or after the Benefit Implementation Date, his or her 

beneficiary will receive basic group life insurance in accordance with the formula set out at 

section 3(B). 

PAST BENEFITS 

Life Insurance  

The beneficiaries of Class Members who died between January 1, 2010 and the day before the 

Benefit Implementation Date will be compensated in accordance with the formula set out at 

section 3(B) for Basic Group Life Insurance.  Cheques will be sent directly and should be 

received no later than July 1, 2017.  If you believe that you are entitled to compensation for 

past life insurance losses and do not receive a cheque by that time, please contact Class 

Counsel. 

Health Benefits 

If you believe that you are entitled to compensation for past health benefits losses and do 

not receive a cheque by July 1, 2017, please contact Class Counsel. 

Class Counsel will make best efforts to ensure that all settlement funds are distributed.  In the 

event that any funds cannot be distributed by December 31, 2017 Class Counsel will seek further 

direction from the Court. 

6. CLASS COUNSEL FEES  

GM Canada has agreed to pay Class Counsel $75,000 in respect of all legal fees, disbursements 

and expenses, any expert fees, any costs related to the administration of this settlement including 

the distribution of the cash payment to Class Members, all other disbursements, costs, and 

interest and applicable taxes and any other charges associated with the settlement and/or the 

action. This payment is separate and apart from the settlement fund and will not reduce any 

amount that you are entitled to receive under the settlement fund. 

7. RELEASE OF CLAIMS AND THE EFFECT ON OTHER PROCEEDINGS 

You will be bound by the terms of the Settlement Agreement unless you opt out by delivering 

written notice of your intention to opt out to Class Counsel. This means that, unless you opt out, 
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you will not be able to start or continue with any other claim or legal proceeding against GMCL, 

GM Canada and Ally in relation to the matters alleged in the class action lawsuit. 

 

8. OPTING OUT 

If you wish to receive the benefits of this settlement, you do not need to do anything. You are 

automatically included in the settlement unless you opt out. 

 

If you do not want to be part of this settlement you may opt out by filling out the attached 

electronic “opt out” form or mailing a letter setting out the same information to the following 

address: 

 

TO: Tanya Atherfold-Desilva 

Law Clerk 

Goldblatt Partners LLP 

20 Dundas Street W., Suite 1100 

Toronto ON M5G 2G8 

T  416.979.4233 

F  416.591.7333 

E  tatherfold@goldblattpartners.com 

 

The deadline for opting out is 45 days after Court Approval. If your written request to opt out is 

not received by that date you will be bound by the terms of the Settlement Agreement. This 

means that, unless you opt out, you will not be able to start or continue with any other claim or 

legal proceeding against GMCL, GM Canada or Ally in relation to the matters alleged in the 

class action lawsuit. 

TO CONTACT CLASS COUNSEL 

For further information about the class proceeding lawsuit you may contact: 

Goldblatt Partners LLP 

20 Dundas Street W., Suite 1100 

Toronto ON M5G 2G8  

Attn: Charles Sinclair 

Tel: 416.979.4234 

Fax: 416.591.7333 

http://goldblattpartners.com  

email – csinclair@goldblattpartners.com 
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OPT OUT NOTICE 

 

You may opt out of this Settlement by submitting this “opt out” form or by mailing a letter 

setting out the same information to the following address on or before February 19, 2017: 

 

Tanya Atherfold-Desilva 

Law Clerk 

Goldblatt Partners LLP 

20 Dundas Street W., Suite 1100 

Toronto ON M5G 2G8 

T  416.979.4233 

F  416.591.7333 

E  tatherfold@goldblattpartners.com 

 

 

Name:   ______________________ 

 

Email:   ______________________ 

 

Address: ______________________ 

 

  ______________________ 

 

Postal Code: ______________________ 

 

Telephone: ______________________ 

 

 

I confirm that I do not wish to be a Class Member in the Lea Jankowski v. General Motors of 

Canada Limited and Ally Credit Canada Limited class action lawsuit. I understand that by opting 

out I will not be entitled to make any claim against the settlement fund in respect of those cases.  

I confirm that having chosen to opt-out of this class, I will receive no further communications 

from class counsel regarding this class action. 
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